Shannon introduced the fields of information theory and rate distortion theory in his landmark 1948 paper [1] , where he defined "The Rate for a Source Relative to a Fidelity Evaluation." Shannon officially coined the term "rate distortion function" in his seminal contribution in 1959 [2] . The 1950s, 1960s and 1970s showed considerable activity on deriving rate distortion functions for various source models and distortion measures and on methods for computing the rate distortion function. Entering the 1980s, attention turned to multiterminal rate distortion problems such as successive refinement of information and multiple descriptions, along with activity pointed toward evaluating rate distortion regions for multiterminal problems. Berger and Gibson [3] provided an overview of rate distortion theory research and its impact on source codec designs for the first 50 years of information theory in 1998. In the subsequent 20 years, research contributions to rate distortion theory have seemingly declined, which is somewhat perplexing, since lossy source compression applications have proliferated in those same decades. Specifically, speech, image, audio and video codecs are ubiquitous in our lives today, with biomedical applications now garnering substantial lossy source compression attention.
